5 Day Content
Planning Guide
How to efficiently plan effective content for your ideal client

BY FIONA MARGO

Venn Diagram of Perfect Content

what your client wants

what you are selling

photos with family

education

YAY!

what do we wear?

motivation

how do I book?

inspiration

Side One

Side Two

What barriers exist for your client to hire you?

Showcase how you work! Video behind the

What are they struggling with? How can you

scenes. How you help you with styling, how you

help them?

help with kiddo behavior, favorite locations.

The Overlap Area
This content shows how your clients can hire you, how you
help them, how inspirational/motivational you are, how you
help them achieve the goal of beauitful family photos.
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Content Pillars
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Exmaples of Content Pillars
Motivational
Educational
Behind the Scenes
A Personal Post
Family Session
Customer Stories/Reviews
Call to Action
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Emotional Content Pillars
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Examples of Emotional Pillars
Think about how to sound or how you want to make people feel after consuming
your content. When you are in education mode, perhaps you are more serious.
When you are telling stories about yourself, perhaps you are more silly. How do you
want to show up? The goal is to be able to pick one emotion you are trying to
convey and pair with a conent pillar. This will speed up caption writing.
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Content Placement

Short Form Video

Long Form Video

Reels + Stories

IGTV

Post video linking to IG or blog

YouTube is great for SEO

Add youtube to the end
of relevant blogpost

Add video to a post
for FB

Add video to a post
for FB

Put your video here too!

Written Content
Don't be afraid to write a
long caption!
Turn that caption into a
blog post!

Other Placement
Create a guide in IG!

Turn a session into vertical
collages
Create an educational
blog post
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Content Ideas

INCLUDE REELS CAPTIONS
BLOG POSTS VIDEOS PINTEREST
GRAPHICS
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5 Day Content Plan
OVERALL FIVE DAY VISION

what are your trying to book this week?

DAY ONE:

DAY TWO:

DAY THREE:

DAY FOUR:

DAY FIVE:

BONUS DAY:
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